Audio Boni
Wisconsin Packet:
(General Knowledge) I hope none of you are in that class of annoying people who talks loud in a theater during a
movie. Not only is it rude, but you're missing a lot of great fanfares for motion picture production companies. The
Fox fanfare is well known, but there are many others. I will give you six major production and distribution
companies, and then play six fanfares which those companies have used within the past fifteen years. You match
the fanfare to the company; and you will have ten seconds once the selections end. Dim the lights! The companies
are, in alphabetical order: Caroleo, Castle Rock, Columbia, Tristar, United Artists and Universal.
ANSWER: (in order) _Castle Rock_, _Tristar_, _United Artists_, _Caroleo_,_Columbia_, _Universal_

Chicago B:

7)
The team receiving this bonus will play 25 words or less. In essence, they will choose one player
who will summarize a list of five terms using a total of 25 words or less within a span of one minute. The remaining
players will have to guess the five terms based on the clues given by the presenter. The team will score five points
for each of the words correctly guessed and a five point bonus if all are guessed without using all 25 words. The list
will contain one term from each of the following fields -- science, history, literature, popular culture, and general
knowledge. The team should choose now who will deliver the 25 words or less, keeping in mind that that player
will need to be able to recognize all five of the terms and be able to express all five with an economy of words.
In presenting the five terms, the presenter may not use any form of any underlined word featured on the
list. The presenter is also prohibited from using the phrase "rhymes with". The presenter may not make any
motions with the hands or body that may convey information. If the presenter violates any of these rules, the term
in question becomes void -- no points may be scored for it, but words previously used in describing it are not
credited back to the presenter's total of25. All words said by the presenter are counted against the 25 word total,
including articles such as "a" and "the" and any words repeated. The moderator is in charge of keeping track of the
number of words used and will determine if any grunts or noises are to count against the total. There are two
exceptions to the word count. At any time, the presenter may indicate that he is abandoning a word by saying
"skip". The presenter may come back to a previously skipped word or designate a new word by saying "first word"
or the numerical equivalent. These words do not count against the 25 total.
The players guessing may make as many guesses as they wish within the minute time limit. The moderator
is to determine if a guess falls within the minute in the event of a guess coinciding with the expiration of time.
The presenting player will have twenty seconds to organize his thoughts before the one minute presentation
begins. Moderator: Give the list to the presenter now. Presenter, please speak slowly.
Presenter, this is your list:
Coriolis effect
Infield fly rule
Deus ex machina
The Battle of Midway
Beige

st.

Olaf:

7. In honor offormer St Olaf Quiz Bowl star Robin Wegener, St Olaf is proud to present the human TV-theme song

I

jukebox bonus. One player should be selected who will be the human TV-theme song jukebox. Their job is to
sing as much of the theme-song as is necessary for their team to correctly name the TV show. (5-10-15) (Moderator,
have the jukebox person come away from the table, and give the jukebox person the sheet with the three songs) You
have 20 seconds for each part; the team may guess as many times as it likes in that time period. No hand signals are
permitted, and you will be disqualified on the entire question if you sing any or all of the name of the program.
Friends (5 pts)
Cheers (10 pts)
_Monday Night Football_: Hank Williams Jrs All My Rowdy Friends (15 pts)

Carleton C:
1. The moderator will give the team a handout containing a small crossword puzzle,
with six clues.
You will be given 45 seconds to solve as much of the puzzle as you
can, and will score 5 points for each of the six words correctly filled in.
[Give
handout to team, and start timing)
answer:
2. Down

1. Across = DENCH; 4. Across = NASTY; 5. Across
DENEB; 2. Down = NASBY; 3. Down = HAYDN

BRYAN

FINALS

6. Since the new Star Wars movie is coming in a few months, you'd better brush up on your Star Wars leitmotifs. For the stated
number of points, sing the leitmotif from John Williams' score which represents the named character. Other members of the
team are welcome to sing harmony.
A. (5) Darth Vader (first used in Empire Strikes Back)
B. (10) Princess Leia
C. (\5) Yoda

19. Identify by name or nickname the following classical compositions; ten points each for the composition and 5 points each
for the composer of each.
_Spring Sonata_ or _Fruehlingssonate_ or _opus 24_
_ Kreutzer Sonata_or _opus 47_
Both are by Ludwig van _Beethoven_

